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MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT OF A MODERN 
NEWSPAPER PLANT 

By W. EE. WINES 

elssistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 

University Extension Division 

B EFORE proceed'ng to a detailed description of made from each form depends upon the number of 
any of the mechanical equipment of a modern — presses. to be run, — each press usually taking two 

newspaper establishment, it will be well to give a bird’s plates of each page. That is to say, if four presses 
eye view of the plant and show the sequence of pro- are being run on a twelve-page cdition, a total of 96 
cesses through which the editorial and advertising copy plates will be required. After the first plate has been 
pass on the way through the plant. Copy is first sent cast, subsequent plates can be turned out at the rate of 
to the composing room. The business of the composing from two to four per minute. 
room is to set the copy in type and arrange the type, 
together with the necessary illustrations, into pages. ; +) 
Each page of a newspaper is “made up” by itself on | ee ae 
an iron-topped table provided with substantial casters ee | Ifa 
so that it can readily be moved from place to place. ce 74 lg The type matter for each page is placed in a heavy WO yi 
stcel frame and “locked up.” A page of editorial gg ff <i 4 
matter in this stage is known as a “form,” and there Fg o ya 
must evidently be as many forms as there are pages. fog ca wd 

The next step in the process is to send the form to ans i TET 4 & ies 
the stereotyping room where a number of reproductions a ee es eG 4 4 oy 
are made. No modern newspaper of any considerable \ oa 5 i jms i 
size prints directly from the type, but uses curved rh oa re o y ay a / 
sterotyped plates which can be very cheaply and quickly LB BN Gite We Bs ae 
made in any number desired. Whereas the preparation an = Be roe ee Se 
of one form requires the labor of many men for some 4 | San i. (i ea 2 u i 
hours, the making of a stereotyped plate requires the » ae Gt op = : 
labor of a few men for a very few minutes. When , Ag a Be LS ER 
the form is received in the stereotyping room, an im- . eas Se h 
pression is made from it in a sort of soft blotting a ae ie 4 i rs am 
paper technically called a “flong.’” While the flong is | Tes He one ee 
still in contact with the form, it is passed into a steam- Ls id | : 

heated drying press and emerges from the drying press ay . 
baked into a fairly hard but flexible mold or “matrix.” fe x PUI Tn 
This matrix is sufficiently flexible to allow it to con- ; oe 

form to the curvature of the interior of the casting Se 

box which usually has a radius of about seven and a 

half inches. By means of this very simple expedient, Lixorype Macuine. Although popularly known as a 
a curved plate, usually about 7/16 of an inch thick and “type setting machine,” the Linotype assembles a row 

having a radius of about 7 or 7 1/2 inches and bearing of matrices and casts therefrom a solid line of type 
on its face all of the characters which appeared in the called a “slug.” One operator on the Linotype will 

form, is made in a time which will range from about produce as much composition as five or six men setting 

three to seven minutes. The number of plates to be type by hand. (Mergenthaler Linotype Co.)
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As soon as the stereotyping room is finished with the When the operator presses any particular key of the 

form, it is returned to the composing room and the keyboard, the corresponding mat is released from the 

corresponding plates are delivered to the press room. magazine and takes its place in the line. The magazine 

The plates are placed on and securely locked to cylinders _ is the flat sloping affair in the upper part of the picture. 

of the rotary presses as soon as practicable after being Between words, “space bands” are inserted by pressing 

received from the stereotype. When the last plate is the long key at the left of the keyboard. The space 

delivered to the press room, everything should be in bands show very clearly in the illustration of the 

readiness to receive it so that the starting of the press assembled line. As soon as the complete line is | 

lags only a few seconds behind the delivery of the last assembled, the operator presses the lever at the right- 

plate. The press can be brought up to speed very hand side of the keyboard, thus engaging the clutch, : 

rapidly and it is a matter of only an additional few also shown in the picture, which actuates the cam shaft 

seconds before the printed papers are being delivered at the rear of the machine. The cany shaft makes one 

to the mailing room or city delivery room. revolution and then stops automatically, putting the 

The more important machines will now be described machine through its cycle of operations, thus casting 

more in detail, The most prominent machine in the o€ line and returning the mats to the magazine. When 

composing room is the Mergenthaler Linotype machine. the lever is depressed, the line is elevated, moved to : 

This is popularly spoken of as a type setting machine. the left, and lowered to the casting position. The space 

Strictly speaking, it is not. The linotype assembles a bands are automatically tightened, immediately after 

series of matrices (called “mats” by the printers) into which molten metal is forced by a small pump in 

a row or line, and casts therefrom a solid line of type Sufficient quantity to fill the mold and force the liquid 

called a “slug.” Tt was this feature of casting lines of metal into all the characters in the mats. After hesi- | 

type which suggested the name “Linotype” which was tating a little to allow the metal to solidify, the metal 

coined by the late Whitelaw Reid, publisher of the PUmp moves back from the mold, the mold wheel con- 

New York Tribune. A linotype slug and the assembled taining the slug is rotated, and the slug passes over a 

line of mats ready for casting are shown in an accom- knife that trims it to the required height. The mold 

panying illustration. A front view of a typical linotype wheel stops, and the slug is ejected from the mold and 

machine is also shown. passes over a knife which trims it to the proper thick- 

ness. The ribs on the side of the slug are placed there 
to facilitate the trimming. The opposite side of the 

bees Ee eet. a slug is perfectly flat. As soon as the line of mats has 

psc SO been delivered from the elevator, the elevator returns 

Qe (gm) to its normal position ready for the assembling of 

Ls ee apace Dims _ : another line, so that the operation of the keyboard 

AN F asae as W proceeds almost without interruption; that is to say, 

f . mo while the operator is assembling a line, the previous line 
is being cast, and the mats for this line are being 

| | ‘ | ee | | ; y returned to the magazine. | 

| Whee An inspection of the illustration of the assembled 

PEE ey ; line of mats will show that each mat has two characters 

i; engraved upon it. Such mats are known as “two- 

Ee : iS letter” mats. In this particular case the characters are 

a : Re A | Roman and Italic. The additional character is fre- 

. | nae i quently a bold face. This arrangement of two-letter 

4 | | | pe | mats gives the operator a choice of two styles or 

aa ta i cs faces of type from one magazine. Additional faces are 

 &§ / 3 a | placed at the disposal of the operator by building 

(B) : Be tT machines with two or more magazines from which the 
E , i | operator can draw mats as desired. The size of type 

f , | and the length of slug which the linotype will handle 

— 2 | have been increased from time to time until it is now 

. an dope . . . possible to cast faces as large as 60-point on slugs as 
(a) Linoryrs Siu. The line-of-type _which gives wide as 36 picas, or in more familiar units of dimen- 

the machine its name. These solid lines are more signs, the linotype is capable of casting a slug 6 saclies 

casily handled than individual letters of type set long by 5/6 of an inch in thickness. The standard 

by hand. height of all slugs is o.918 inch. The introduc- 

(b) Linorype Marrices. A row or line of matrices tion of machines capable of casting these larger sizes 

and space bands “set” and ready for casting. of type has made it possible to set a considerable portion 

—Courtesy of Mergenthaler Linotype Co. of the display advertising matter on the machines
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instead of by hand as was the custom even long after curved plate, when attached to the periphery of the 

the linotype had displaced hand composition for the press cylinder, becomes a medium by which it is 

body type of the newspaper. possible to print continuously at high speed upon a web 

A good operator of the linotype will produce as of paper fed from a comparatively large and heavy 

much composition as five or six good hand type setters. roll of paper. Not only does the stereotyping process 

An especially good operator may be able to double this permit the making of a curved plate from a flat form 

record. Besides being much faster than hand composi- of type, but it permits the making of any number of 

tion, machine composition has other advantages. It is these plates from a single form. Thus it makes possible 

a great advantage to the printer or “make up” man the simultaneous operation of any desired number of 

who handles the type matter after it is set to have presses all turning out an identical product. 

each line an individual unit rather than to have each The printing surface of the plate is the outer or 

character a unit as is the case with hand set type. convex surface. The inner or concave surface carries 

Inasmuch as the slugs are melted and re-used after the 4 pumber of ribs an inch or so apart which are for the 

tonne have been “killed out,” the paper has a new purpose of facilitating trimming of the plate to the 

dress” of type every day. exact thickness required. The plate as it leaves the 

In the early days of the printing art, all printing was casting box also has at one end a riser or gate which 

done from type or wood cuts which were necessarily the stereotyper calls a “tail.” The first operation of 

| supported upon a plane surface during the process of finishing a plate is to saw off the tail by means of a 

printing. The type was inked by hand, and a sheet high speed rotary cutter, and the next operation is to 

of paper placed thereon was forced into intimate shave the ribs by means of a shaving machine carrying 

| contact with the printing surface in order to take the 4 knife which makes one revolution and automatically 

ink. For many years the necessary pressure was ob- stops. The face of the plate may need a little hand 

tained by means of a lever which operated a screw trimming along the edges and in some of the larger 

which in turn forced a heavy plate against the upper open spaces. The finished plate weighs approximately 

surface of the paper. The power was furnished by fifty pounds and is usually about 7/16 of an inch 

| the muscles of the pressman, and the operation of one thick. The curved edges of the plate are bevelled 

of these primitive presses was hard work indeed. The to permit fastening the plate to the press cylinder. 

| output was necessarily very small. In width, that is measured parallel to the axis of 

It was not until the invention and development of the cylinder, the face of the plate is equal to the 

the Fourdrinier machine, in the early part of tic (Concluded on page 76) 

nineteenth cen- 

tury, for the —_—— - 

manufacture of ce =z ee : 

paper in contin- = Eg 7 : ? 

uous webs in- ges oS oF a 
stead of in sep- ee _ ce C—O 

arate sheets, and Pees 4 A my ‘ Q 4 Z on 

until the devel- ia a ay Sea = wl Mana fs eras By 

opment of the a 1 7. | mie al ae yl se bad i Paes, 
stereotyping pro- ] ity a in = . al | pe ‘ 

cess by ean eS i a Pa 7 | —— ma i he | A 
of which a form Ley = ge ee Oe (ae 3 aa lle 

|? i | a hed fo ae x 

of type could ee a Z| rs 3 bs % i a i 

easily be repro- a ; re ¢ a eal. iP ee \ ie cat ae 

duced in plate 2 a P b> 4 ae fos : / sees r a 2 7 

form that the (4 we y 4 vie pase ae Me hos : 4 

modern web per- Ae \ ss a Se ies ‘a7 | aa 

was even possi- fe oe uae” A 7 a eee : - 

ble. The stereo- [See Se Sf A Sh a : a 

typing process : Je ae Ca - 

makes possible : wee om | ee oo 

the reproduction al : oS nl es ; Oa ‘ 

of type in either 

flat or curved Juntos Avuroprate AND AuTosHaver. Thi: comb/nation outfit casts, saws, shaves, 

form with equal coals, and wipes the curved stereotype plates from which the printing is done. 

facility. The —Courtesy of Wood Newspaper Machinery Corporation.
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THE PUBLIC UTILITY AS A FIELD 
FOR THE ENGINEER 

By R. Ginman Suiru, M 715 

Statistician, North American Company 

N examination of the most recent directory of the ing of all current requirements. Iu other types of 

A Engineering .Mlumni of the University of Wis- organizations where the operating companics are rela- 

consin indicates that mere than ten per cent of such tively large and maintain their own engineering organi- 

alumni are now employed by public utility organiza- zations for current operation and construction, the 

tions. Tn making this analysis eleetric light and power — general policies of management and financing for the 

companies, electric railway companies, gas companies, operating companies are determined by a_ holding 

and telephone com- company which controls through stock ownership or 

panies have been con- a management company which has an operating con- 
ia | sidered as public util- tract. In other cases where many of the Operating 

| ities. Steam railroads subsidaries are smaller in size, the holding or manage- 

: a, have not been so in- ment company also maintains a general engineering 

oe ies Se cluded, nor does the — staff, and practically all problems of operating and 

8 : ae — : aS ten per cent figure construction are referred to the holding company. 

od St —— oe ineinde any allowance Operation 

oe te ay) nunber A gue. For a public utility furnishing electric light and 
So eo Se - ine eraduates ho power SErVICE or gas service, the primary operating 

_- by Bas ane one: nil in con- problem is the generation of the product which it 

(oS i. il ce 828 Ect distributes. This involves primarily the operation of 

oo is Y  \ 4) sulting engineering a steam-electric or hydro-electric central station for the 
oe ~S 7 WORK OF employed by generation of electric energy, or a coal gas or water 

Aw e State: oF municipal gas generating plant to furnish a supply of artificial 
a i. = regulatory bo dies, gas unless the company has available a reliable source 

2 i a : whose work brings of natural gas. The operation of such plants is essen- 

4 ra : thet m TAEMALe cone tially an engineering function, and in order to keep 
; i face with the opera- production costs at a level low enough to prevent 

/ pon and management vivate plant competition in the case of large industrial 
: , - ® - public utilities. power users, the modern central station operator must 
R. Ginatax Surrit With such a consid- make maximum use of the various engineering develop- 

erable percentage of ments designed to increase plant economy and safety. 
engineering graduates in this general ficld, the natural The next step in the case of either the electric 

conclusion is that the public utility offers a large and company or gas company is the distribution of its 

considerably diversified opportunity for the technically product from. the source of supply to the consumer. 

trained man. A brief review of the various phases of pps again involves engineering problems in connection 
operation and management of these several classes of With the operation of substations, either manual or 
public utilities indicates that with very few exceptions automatic, high tension transmission lines, and the 
nearly all of the problems encountered are of an engi- accompanying net work of primary and secondary 

neering character. distribution systems, both overhead and underground. 
For the purposes of this discussion these problems The comparable setup for the distribution of gas consists 

of the public utility have been -divided into three major of gas holders, high pressure and low pressure distri- 

groups, as follows: bution mains with booster stations and pressure regula- 
(1) Operation tors, the operation and maintenance of which presents 
(2) Construction an engineering problem of considerable importance. 

(3) Financing ‘The growth of electric and gas central station com- 
These three general groups of problems arise prim- panies is dependent primarily upon the normal growth 

arily in the operating companies. Whether they are of the communities served, supplemented by making 
finally disposed of within the operating company central station customers out of industrial plants and 
organization, or are passed on to management or holding others who have formerly received power from other 
company organizations, depends on local conditions. sources, such as privately owned generating plants. 
Certain of the larger utility companies which are inde- The selling of central station service in such cases is 
pendent from holding company control maintain com- — strictly an engineering problem as it requires an inti- 
plete organizations capable of meeting with and dispos- mate knowledge of production costs combined with the
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technical knowledge as to the uses to which central — ation figures and their proper presentation before 

station service can be applied. regulatory bodies has become a matter of such vital 
The electric railway, either city or interurban, has importance to the successful operation of public utility 

the same problem with respect to the production and companies that such work is generally carried on by a 

distribution of its power as has the electric utility, but department organized especially for that purpose and 

to a somewhat lesser extent. The function of the consisting of technically trained men. 

electric railway is the transportation of passengers and Construction 
express or freight, and its major problem is the opera- The construction of new plant equipment for any 

tion of its cars or trains in such a manner as to furnish industry naturally requires engineering supervision. 
safe and rapid transportation service suited to the needs While industrial plants in general make plant expansions 

ot us Petrone, and. to furnish such. service at the at irregular intervals, dependent upon business conditions 
minimum possible cost, so as to prevent loss of business or other related factors, the public utility is continually 

to competitive aia In ‘the aa Gt infertieban required to expand its facilities to meet the normal 
electric railways the science of train operation and growth of the territory which it serves, and in the 

| schedule making has been developed toa degree of case of most. utility companies to expand and enlarge 
accuracy and precision which in many cases is iN that territory. This means that there is always a 
advance of steam railroad practice. Such scientific eerein amos of constuction work for the utility 
determination of schedules necessitates a knowledge of company irrespective of industrial and business con- 
the maximum rates of acceleration and deceleration of dition’, bééaiise the natiite of thé seGvice: Rendered 
the equipment in use, and grade, curve and train resist- makes it obligatory on the part of the utility to supply 

ances, as avell as the traffic requirement: Te same “such new customers as desire service. This expansion 
basic technical considerations determine the theoretically of a utility property creates a construction problem 
possible city railway schedules, but the actual perform- that Hot Sily is ever present but is of considerably 

ance Is frequently the: result ‘af streeis congestion over greater magnitude when compared with the revenues 

which the operating company: fas) 20 Control: City of the utility than is the case in most other industrial 
railway operation also involves the handling of a large enterprises. On the average, the electric utility must 

crew of trained men. Asia wésult of these diversified invest from $3.00 to $4.00 in new plant and equipment 
| problems the superintendent of transportation of a city for every dollar per year which it adds to its operating 

| railway company is frequently selected heeatise of his revenues. For the electric railway and the gas utility 
ability to handle men rather than because of his techni- the ratio of dollars of plant investment to dollars of 

cal knowledge. Such S not generally the case with annual operating revenue is somewhat higher. To 

respect to other operating departments which Canty OM etter visualize these construction requirements, let us 
the maintenance of track and roadway and maintenance sme that a public utility company has an annual 

of equipment, these “being primarily yobs) for the operating revenue of $20,000,000.00 and that the normal 

SERIES: tee growth of the territory which it serves produces a ten 

tn some respects the telephone utility 8 similar fo per cent annual increase or $2,000,000.00. In order to 

the city railway in that the labor clement is of consid: properly care for this additional business, this particular 
erable importance. Che maintenance of telephone ex- utility wilt Gud je tecessary te spend from $6,000,000.00 

change equipment, overhead and underground lines and to $8,000,000.00 per — in additional plant facilities. 

other portions of the telephone plant are primarily : . — 
engineering problems, but the actual operation of The carrying through of such an annual ConptaistiGe 

manually controlled switchboards introduces the problem program from preliminary, plans to completed Sonstrnc: 
of handling large groups of especially trained employees, tion is a task requiring a high grade engineering staff. 

This situation is changing, however, with the introduc- Financing 

tion of automatic telephone exchanges which greatly The financing of the construction requirements of 

reduce the number of switchboard operators, but con- the public utility presents a problem which the company 

siderably increase the technical problems involved in must always face and which is particularly serious 

both operation and maintenance. because of the relative magnitude of these construction 

Within the last few years the regulation of the rates expenditures. Unlike other industrial concerns the 

and service of public utility companies by State Public utility is not able to finance any large portion of its 

Service Commissions or by City Council has made it construction program from current earnings. In prac- 

necessary for such companies to develop on scientific tically all states, public utility rates are regulated by 

bases schedules of rates for various classes of service State Commissions or otherwise, so as to limit the 

which, insofar as possible, are representative of the cost company to a reasonable return on an agreed valuation 

of furnishing such services. The determination of of its property. Under the best conditions this return 

the costs on which to base such rate schedules involves is sufficient only for interest requirements on various 
among other things the determination of the value of kinds of funded and floating debt, preferred stock, 

che utility property used in connection with furnishing dividend requirements, and some return on the common 

such services. The preparation of these cost and valu- stock. If common stock dividends are withheld and
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| 
turned back into the property to finance construction, .particular phase of engineering work he is particularly 

the company’s credit is impaired to a certain extent and adapted. In an effort to keep operating costs at a 

other financing made more difficult. This means that minimum and at the same time to improve the reliability 

the only funds available for financing construction are of the service furnished, public utility companies are 

the unexpended balances of reserves, such as depreci- continually experimenting with and developing new and 

ation reserve. better methods of plant construction, machine design, 

Many utility companies in recent years have provided and other factors which enter into the production and 

a substantial portion of their new capital requirements distribution of the product which they furnish. A 

by selling preferred stocks, secured notes, and, in some notable example of such development work is the use 

cases, bonds through local selling organizations, to of coal in powdered form as a fuel for central stations. 

customers and other residents of the territory served The three years of successful operation of the Lakeside 

by the company. In some few cases, companies have plant of the Wisconsin Electric Power Company, at Mil- 

heen able to provide their entire capital requirements in Waukee, with sustained efficiencies considerably in excess 
this way. This is, however, the exception rather than of those obtainable with stoker firing, indicates that 

the general rule. The greatest portion of new capital this particular development has passed the experimental 

for public utilities is secured by the issuance of mortgage Stage. 

bonds, and such bonds are generally sold by the company The long distance transmission of direct current 

either to a single banking house or to a syndicate com- cnergy at high voltage is an engineering development 

posed of several banking houses. Before the purchase of which is still in its experimental stage, but which will 

such a security issue, a banking house will require undoubtedly have far reaching effects on the long 

detailed information concerning the company issuing distance transmission of electrical power. On_ this 

the bonds. Such information involves reports of problem, considerably greater progress has been made 

carnings, status of franchises under which the company abroad than in this country. Associated with the 

operates, and other legal and accounting details. A development of high tension direct current transmission, 

banking house will also generally require an engineering is the development of the vacuum tube in sizes suitable 

report on the property in question, so as to be sure that for the conversion of power in large quantities from 

the company’s property is in good operating condition alternating current to direct current. In addition to 

and that the property and the territory served are such these fields of investigation which are entirely technical, 

that the company will continue to enjoy the earnings there are large opportunities in the public utility field 

reported by the accountants. It is frequently this for the engineer to engage in work which is not strictly 

engineering report that determines whether or not a engineering. The problem of the development of new 

banking house will undertake a piece of financing, and territory, the study of probable growth in development 

a favorable engineering report frequently permits the of existing territory, and other phases of development 

utility to dispose of its bonds at a considerably better work are almost without exception carried on by 

price than might otherwise be the case. engineers. 

3 The demand on the part of utility companies for 
Conclusions . vous : 

nae . . . . . men of technical training is generally recognized through- 

This brief discussion has outlined in a general Way out the industry. The following editorial which appeared 
the more important features incident to the operation in the issue of the Electrical World for October 14, 

and management of a public utility company, which 1924, expresses the thought admirably : 

account for the appearance of such a_ considerable 

number of technically trained men in the plants and 

offices of light and power, electric railway, and telephone WHERI SHALL WE LOOK FOR EXECUTIVES? 

companies. Not only do engineers appear among the “Vacations over, the halls and lecture rooms of our 

productive personnel of the several departments of colleges and technical schools are again filled with 

public utility companies, but department heads and aspiring students, many of them specializing in elec- 

principal executives are also frequently men of engi- trical engineering. No doubt a question has come up 

neering training. in the minds of some as to their future. What pros- 

These are several reasons why a connection with a pects are in store and what are the chances for success ? 

public utility should appear attractive to the technical While that is not the highest view to hold regarding 

graduate. In order to secure the services of the young education, nevertheless many students and their parents 

engincer just out of school and supply this need for do regard a technical education as a means to an end. 

technical talent, many utility companies offer special To these it may be surprising to learn that in the 

inducements in the way of training courses which electric light and power business alone there is a lack 

furnish experience in the several principal operating of men for executive and administrative situations pay- 

and construction departments of the company. Such ing high salaries. 

a course provides a general bird’s-eye view of the Many public utilities would grow more rapidly if this 
problems confronting the company, besides giving the want could be filled. Over and above this, investiga- 

young eneincer an opportunity to determ'ne to what (Concluded on page 76)
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THE WESTERN MINE INSPECTION 

TRIP OF 1924 

By E. R. Sorry 

Assistant Professor of Mining and Metallurgy 

W = had about decided that a few of our group had vation allotted to the Indians who resented the encroach- 

failed to make their 3:00 o’clock last June r4th ment of the whites who were lured on by the news of 

when the belated ones hurriedly checked in at the Illinois gold to be found. Their resentment culminated in out- 

Central depot, and the annual Western Mine Inspection breaks, the most notable of which led to the Custer 

trip began. H. P. Ehrlinger, FE. D. McNeil, W. L. Massacre. Of course the results of these disorders 

Tietjen, C. C. Gladson, O. O. Fritsche, Jose Zapata, were inevitably the eviction of the Indian, and the 

O. H. Hering, J. P. Servatius, F. J. Sonday, D. C. district was rapidly opened up by the white settlers. 

Roscoe, E. J. Verhaeghe, and Prof. E. R. Shorey made The present Homestake Company, formed early in 

up the party which had started on a six weeks inspec- this development by consolidation and purchase, has 

tion of the important mining and metallurgical centers acquired the entire holdings on the lode. Present 

of the Northwest. mining extends more than two thousand feet in depth 

The first break in the monotony of the long ride was and over a great length on the lode. Shrinkage stoping, 

at Omaha. The Omaha smelter of the American starting on the sill floor in some cases and from branch 

Smelting and Refining Company was visited, and_ its raises driven from cross-cuts through the lode at 

operation outlined by T. D. Jones, min ’22, efficiency regular intervals in others, is the principal method of 

engineer and assistant superintendent of the blast fur- mining employed. No timber is used in developing 

naces. The Omaha smelter is the principal “clean-up” 

smelter of the company, and to it are brought base y : 

lead bullion for refining, together with the residues from LO ae : ‘ 

other smelters. Some raw ores and concentrates are — — Si eae 

In the course of these operations precious metals are Ce 3: ere eee foot - oe ei 

recovered as doré metal, antimonial-lead is formed to pee ie eR . 7 inks ies seed ik a 

provide an outlet for antimony, lead is refined by the sa Bi re Ceti ; aan ia oy 

Bett’s electrolytic process, and bismuth is electrolytically i Se, eee ky 

recovered and refined. At the time of our visit the Sau ceed a aaa 

plant was completing a campaign of tin recovery from ie eee ila coals 

residues of an eastern smelter. Copper is recovered ~ 

as a matte which, by repeated melting and building up, A Grour or Suarrs on “Tite Ricnest Hitt IN THE 

is brought to a high copper content and then shipped to Wortp” — Butte, Montana 

copper smelters for reduction. these stopes as the walls and ore stand well unsupported. 

The ride across Nebraska was made at night, but we Loading is done by hand or by drawing chutes where 

greatly enjoyed the beauty of the Southern Black Hills branch raises lead to the stopes. All tramming, both 

through which we passed on our way to Lead, South surface and underground, is done by compressed air 

Dakota. The Black Hills form a part of a great Cen- locomotives. Small sized locomotives gather cars, but 

tral Plains uplift;—they are really mountains. Eleva- the large trains hauled in main haulage ways are moved 

tions well above 7,000 feet are reached. The hills by larger machines. Air is compressed to 1,000 pounds 

were densely wooded originally, though much of the per square inch gage and distributed to charging sta- 

timber has been logged off by the mining companies tions conveniently located throughout the mine. 

for fuel and mine timber. At Homestake hoisting is preceeded by the first crush- 

The only operating company in the Hills last summer ing stage. Three of the main haulage levels were se- 

was Homestake Mining Company. This company oper- lected and the ore from the levels above is by-passed 

ates one of the most remarkable properties in the world. to them. Mammoth jaw crushers that are placed just 

The ore-body is large, remarkably uniform in outline below these levels deliver the ore, crushed to seven 

and value, and of low grade. The ore averages about inches maximum diameter, to the loading pockets. 

$4 per ton in gold and silver. An annual production Hoisting is done in balance by a large electric hoist 

of somewhat more than $6,000,000 is realized. The supplied with energy by a Ward-Leonard set using an 

mines are located in the heart of the city of Lead and Ilgner equalizer. 

have been the chief reason for its existence for half a Homestake operates its own foundries (grey-iron 

century. and brass), logging operations and saw mills, limestone 

The early discoveries of the precious metals in the quarries and kilns, and its own hydroelectric power 

Black Ilills form a romantic story, and one of con- plant. A company store at which the employees trade, 

siderable historical interest. The Hills were a reser- (Continued on page 72)
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| - EDITORIALS - | 
tH COO ME OE Lo Pe TOT LIL OO TN 

WISCONSIN ENGI- Notwithstanding previous defeats, which require more intimate knowledge of their appli- 
NEERS AGAIN the Engineering Society of Wis- cation to actual conditions of life. The reason given 
ASK LICENSE consin plans to sponsor, before is that the salaries offered do not attract the qualified 
LAW the coming legislature, a bill for men. Whatever the reason we all are losers. The 
licensing engineers. The prospects are exceedingly good older faculty members are handicapped in their research 
that the bill will be passed. work by too much routine work which should be dele- 

The law as proposed will be a modification of the gated to others. The students suffer because they fail 
existing law licensing architects. It will not cover the to get the valuable personal contact with older and 

land surveyor, whose champions were chiefly responsible — More experienced MISEEUCEORS: Eventually the whole 
for the defeat of the bill last year. The law will not pommaney Buiters. JTBE question raised on every rane 
attempt to regulate the practice of engineering ; it will 1s What 18 neni at Wisconsin: Phat Hem simply Beonyrisit® » term “cngineer.” The clause #8 Wrong is generally agreed. Ten years ago Wiscons 

covering thie sis "peaden After Tal toas a was considered on par with Illinois, Michigan, and | 
person doing business in this state shall use the term ps piher great mwestern aa rencing b : bs 
‘architect’ or ‘engineer’ as part of his business name O8ays Sn some ways ISCOnSIn JS @OVANCITg iby “eaps or title, or in any way an himself to be an archi- and bounds but in some very vital respects it is slipping. 

tect or engineer, without a certificate of registration, eae eam du a Peele Soe ans 
as provided in this section.” ee ie : = SOO . y DEEWS ~ 

nie the proposed law the unregistered engineer sity and. the State government In our judgment it is : ae Pret 2 8 ong the latter. The first condition is a result of the second. will be as free to practice as the registered engineer, so It isi no: seeret that the aniversity “and the sete waver 
far as legal restrictions are concerned. If an individual ment do ‘not work rawether ae is dseately  eupes 

pe or a community prefers the unregistered engineer they out wherever the oo" seeks appropriations Tor 

wil be at liberty to employ him, The proponents of the purpose of increasing the salaries of its members or the law, believe, however, that there will be a decided for the purpose of increasing its physical plant to 

tendency eu anployers 308 engineers to. prefer the remedy the badly crowded conditions. Such a situation engineer whose qualifications have been approved by is deplorable. It not only decreases the prestige of the 

te State: ‘board. . university but reflects injuriously against the state The proposed law, which is a model of simplicity and ‘government. Why cannot the situation be changed 
fairness, should result in benefit to the public and to from one of bucking to one of co-operation? Why 
the engineering profession. It is no hasty concoction ; cannot the university more intimately invite members itis the result of many years of thought and labor on of the state legislature to inspect the university and 
the part of some of the leading members of the PTO- become more familiar with the work being done? A 
fession in the state. The success of the architects’ little of this old fashion friendly “handshaking” would 
law augurs favorably for the success of this law. go farther than the present defiant attitude assumed by 

a both sides. It must be remembered that the people of ~ 
Happy the man who early learns the width of the Wisconsin, who support the university, overwhelmingly chasm between lis desires and needs, that he may endorse the principles of their state government. The 

bridge iW with service and thus find rest on the isle of men who appropriate funds for the university are the 
felicity. —John Grant Lyman. men whom they have entrusted to carry out their will. 

a If one side is to give way a little is it not reasonable 
WHAT IS WRONG During the last decade the building — to expect that the university should go a little out of 
AT WISCONSIN? program of the university has been its way to bring about the co-operation and harmony 
practically at a standstill. The physical plant of today with the state government which is so necessary for 
Was originally intended to accommodate about five the greater Wisconsin of tomorrow? 

; thousand students. To-day we have nearly eight 
thousand, and the conditions in some departments are 
frightful. Lurthermore, during the same period many The best picce of good fortune which can come to 
of our greatest faculty members have joined other one is opportunity for intimacy with a leader, in 
universities. To-day in almost every department we whatever line of life he may be engaged. —Edward 
find inexperienced student instructors teaching subjects Everett Hale.
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New Union Station, Chi Koehri ew Union Station, Chicago, and Koenring 
HE new terminal of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, 

Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, Chicago and Alton and 

Pennsylvania railroads now being completed, will be the finest 

railway station in the world. Covering two entire blocks, the value 
Y . . . 

of the buildings alone is $15,000,000. 

Caisson work, retaining walls, substructures; concrete arches, super- 

structure—the concrete work throughout on this Union Station is 

another product of Koehring Concrete Mixers. 

Over 22,000 cubic yards of concrete were used in the 163 caissons, 

retaining walls and substructures; and approximately 25,000 cubic 

yards additional were required for wConcrete—Its Manufacture and 

the arches and superstructural work. Use’, now in its fourth edition, is 
. . . a 207 page treatise on the uses of 

Koehring Mixers and Pavers are iden- mea, including “ pages of |) 
. . . . Ci at " 

tified with the noteworthy building Guired in’ concrete paving work. e 
and road construction projects in all To engineering students, faculty 

members and others interested we 
parts of the country. shall gladly send a copy on request. 

. Caren 
KOEHRING rary COMPANY 

MILWAUKEE (AMY WISCONSIN 

Manufacturers of Pavers, Mixers—Gasoline Cranes, Draglines, Shovels 
Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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or a loved leader? 
I* you are a good soldier, you take orders from 

the major. But there is a great deal of differ- 
ence whether you find the training an irksome 
routine or an enjoyable development. 
When you follow the right major in your course, 

the work can become vitally interesting, and your 

college career will be more worthwhile. 
“But what is my right line of work?,” may be 

, Published in a puzzling question. All the thought you can give 
the interest of Elec- to finding the answer will be fully repaid. Analyze 

trical Development by yourself and you will surely discover your natural an Institution thet will . aptitude. be helped by what- . ‘ ever helps the And when you’ve found what line you feel you 
Industry. ought to follow, stick to it. Stand by your major 

and your major will stand by you. 

| 7 > 

WY Electric C Western Cleciric Company 
Since 1869 makers and distributors of electrical equipment 

Number 44 of a series 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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[EXTENSION NOTES
 | 

SPECIAL LECTURES IN MILWAUKEE versity Extension Division and based upon Volume 

The following series of special lectures to be given 4 of the text book prepared by the Technical Asso- 

| in Milwaukee on various industrial and manufacturing U0" of Pulp and Paper Makers of the United States 

subjects has been arranged in co-operation with the and Canada. Classes in these courses are being for- 

Milwaukee association of Credit Men. med in the mills at Nekoosa, Port Edwards, Mosinee, 

and other Wisconsin River Valley towns. 
| December 5, 1924: —“The Romance of the Wheat , 

Harvest,” ~ Don: D. Leschier, Ph. D. sssoclate Marvin Prosser, an Electrical Engineer in the Nekoo- 

Professor of Economics, University of Wisconsin... fdwards Paper Company, has completed by corre- 

December a2, 10284: —“Growing American Interests in spondence with the University [xtension Division cor- 

South America,” — Ray H. Whitbeck, B. A. respondence courses in Practical Arithmetic, Practical 

Professor of Geography, University of Wisconsin. Algebra, Trigonometry, Elementary Electricity and 

December 19, 1924: — The Development of Water jJagnetism, Theory and Operation of Direct Current 

Power,” Daniel W. Mead, C. E., Professor of Hy- Machinery, and a class in Steam covering boiler room 

draulics atid Sanitary Engineering, University of efficiency. At the present time he is enrolled in and 

Wisconsin. . actively working on Theory of Alternating Currents, 

January 9, 1925: -—“The Packing Industry,” L. D. H.  prectrical Engineering Course 312. 

Weld, Director Commercial Research Department, __ _ _ 

Swift and Company. A. J. Dudley, paper maker at Port Edwards, in his 

January 16, 1925: —"The ‘Transportation Problem of resignation to the Nekoosa, Edwards Paper Company, 

the U. S.,” Sidney L. Miller, Ph. Db. Assistant Pro- expressed appreciation of the University [Extension 

fessor of Economics, University of Wisconsin. classes arranged for the employees of the Neekosa- 

January 23, 1925: —“The Forest Industries,” c. V. Edwards Paper Company, and stated that these op- 

Sweet, Acting in Charge, Section of Industrial In- portunities provided for him by the company were 

vestigations, United States Department of Agti- responsible for his securing a splendid position. The 

culture, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison. = Nekoosa-Edwards Company had University classes in 

January 30, 1925: —“Our Mineral Resources,” Armin Fnoineering subjects during the winter of 1922-23 and 

K. Lobeck, Ph. D., Assistant Professor of Geology, 1923-24. Similar engineering classes will be held in 

University of Wisconsin. this and several othher Wisconsin River Valley paper 

February 6, 1925: —‘The Knitting Industry,” J. J- mitts during the coming winter. 

Phoenix, President Bradley Knitting Company, a 

Delavan, Wisconsin. . Frank G. Lesniak, a member of the Engineering De- 

February 13, 1925: —“The Making of Leather,” John jartment of the Marathon Paper Mills at Rothschild, 

A. Wilson, Chief Chemist, A. F. Gallun & Sons, Wisconsin, has during the last three years completed 

Milwaukee. _ with thhe University Extension Division Engineering 

February 20, 1925: —Land as a Resource,” Vernon C. correspondence courses as follows: Advanced Shop 

Finch, Ph. D., Associate Professor of Geography, Drawing, Trigonometry, Strenth of Materials, Me- 

University of Wisconsin. chanism, Elements of Machine Design, Steam Boilers, 

——— : Structural and Steel Drafting, and Design, and at the 

E. W. Hubbard who recently completed the Univer- present time is studying Elements of Mechanics and 

sity Extension course in Show Card Writing has opened Geometry. A number of other employees at the Mara- 

a sign shop in Oshkosh. He says the training he hon Paper Mills are also carrying correspondence 

received in the course was invaluable to him. courses with the University, : 

Quirin Ewen of Appleton, has been promoted to Edu- Mr. E. L. Mundin, Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

cational Director of the Niagara mill of the Kimberly- graduate and correspondence student in Reinforced 

Clark Company, Niagara, N. Y. Concrete Design, is now with the Oshkosh Steel Con- 

fee struction Company, Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 

A large number of machine tenders, backmen, and a ee 

third hands, engaged on paper making machines in the Over a hundred students are registered for a special 

mills of the Wisconsin River Valley have enrolled for lecture course in “Fuels and Combustion” at the Univer- 

new Paper Making courses developed by the Uni- sity Extension Division in Milwaukee.
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CHEMICALS W. J. Ludwig, e ’20, has moved from 562 Thirty-second Merrill E. Hansen, ch ’23, is chemical engineer with the Street to 837% Thirty-fourth St., Milwaukee, Wis. Decatur Branch of the Illinois Power & Light Co. His G. W. McCollum, e ’21, is engineer with Joslyn Mfg. & address is 125 Home Ave., Decatur, Illinois. Supply Co., 3700 S. Morgan St., Chicago. His home Harold C. Knapp, ch 21, is a chemist with Fairbanks address is Downers Grove, Ill. Morse Co., Beloit, Wis. He was recently married to James Mainland, e °11, has moved to 2109 Clear Lake Esther Verity of La Habra, Calif. Ave., Springfield, Il. 
Cleveland Nixon, ch ’23, is with the Westclox Mfg. Co., J. O. Merrill, ex. ’18 is engineer for Grangord, Lowe & Peru, Ill. He was recently married to Charlotte Davis, Bollenbacher. His address is 2018 Lincoln St., Evanston, Ill. ex. ’24, Racine. Their address is 541 Chartres St., La Milton P. Naab, e ’24, is with the Wisconsin Telephone Salle, Illinois. 

Co., Milwaukee. His address is 2102 Prairie St., Milwaukee. B. A. Weiner, ch ’24, is chemical engineer for the M. & H. M. Olson, e 05, is sales engineer with Acme Boiler M. Paper Co., Marinette, Wis. His address is 741 Marinette and Tank Co., 48th and Morgan, Chicago. His residence Ave., Marnette, Wis. address is 8228 S. Peoria St. 
ase mee Louis W. Olson, e 99, was elected president of the CIVILS American Foundrymen’s Association at a convention of B. F. Ahrens, ¢ ’23, gives his address as 259 35th St., that body held recently in Milwaukee. Mr. Olson lives in Milwaukee. 

Mansfield, Ohio. 
Helmer C. Amundson, ¢ ’24, was married on November H. P. Palmatier, e *12, is chief electrical with NeKoosa 27 to Leone Helen Post of Sauk City. They will be at Edwards Paper Company, Port Edwards, Wis. home after January 1 at 228 Elizabeth St., Baraboo, Wis. H. A. Petersen, e ’21, is electrical engineer, 72 W. Adams Ray E. Behrens, ¢ ’19, is assistant engineer M. C. R. P. 0., St. Chicago. His home run address is S. Wilson Ave. 133 2nd St., Milwaukee. His home address is 4508 Pabst Chicago. 

Avenue. 
Gilbert W. Schaeder, e *21, is in the distribution depart- Eugene F. Bespalow, ¢ ’21, who is with the Spearman ment of the Milwaukee Electric Ry. & Light Company. Concrete Pipe Company of Knoxville, Tenn., writes from His address is 1428 Wright St., Milwaukee. 

Jacksonville, Fla., as follows: “As regards advice to out- H. Sorenson, e ’21, is with the Underground Division, going seniors, all I can say is come to Florida or anywhere T.M.E.R.& L. Co. Milwaukee. His address is 416 Kenil- in the South, because wonderful opportunities await a man worth Place. 
with initiative and pep. There is a tremendous amount of J. R. Steen, e ’23, has left the testing department and construction work of every description going on and being has taken a position on the General Electric Company, at planned, and a scarcity of good men to handle it.” Schenectady. 
Herman A. Blau, c ’20, has changed his address to Gen- F. L. Webster, e ’23, gives his home address as 156 N. eral Delivery, Metropolis, Illinois. Elmwood, Oak Park, Ill. 
Leonard F. Boon, ¢ 710, is assistant professor of civil pre gees 

engineering in the University of Minnesota. His address MECHANICALS 
is 611 Ninth Ave., S. E. Minneapolis. R. P. Bethke, m ’22, and E. W. Fiedler, m 20, are with N. W. Breivogel, c ’24, is assistant engineer for Board the Western Electric Co., Chicago. Their address is 142 Public Land Commission. His address is 155 Knapp St. N. Lorel Ave., Chicago. 
Apt. 18, Milwaukee, Wis. 

R. H. Raube, m ’23, who is employed in the General Frank L. Bumer, ¢ ’23, is doing drafting work in Gary, Electrical Company’s Sales Course, recently spent two Ind. His address is 448 Marshall St., Gary. weeks at the Lynn Massachusetts Works. Mr. Raube R. M. Connelly, ¢ ’16, has hung out his shingle as Con- expects to be located in the Chicago district at the com- sulting Engineer and Contractor in Ft. Wayne, Ind. pletion of his course. 
— 

J. Rosecky, m ’24, is estimator with the Allis-Chalmers ELECTRICALS Co., Milwaukee. His home address is 901 Becker St., Herbert H. Beck, e ’23, is with the General Electric Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Ft. Wayne, Ind. He was recently married to Arabel Holum, P. A. Royer, m ’21, is designing engineer with the Illinois Mt. Horeb. Power and Light Corp. His address is 4132 Kenmore Ave., N. Borusiak, e ’24, is junior engineer with the “Electric Chicago. 
Company,” Milwaukee. His address is 604 Galena St., F. C. Ruhloff, m 712, is engineer with the Bucyrus Co. Milwaukee, Wis. His home address is 1193 Fairview Ave., South Milwaukee. Royal E. Coates, e ’24, is student engineer with the John Slezak, m ’23, is development engineer for the General Electric Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. Western Electric Co., Chicago. His address is 156 N. Oak Donald Dewire, e ’22, is with the Western Electric Com- Park, Il. 
pany, La Grange, Ill. He was married on September 16 Geo. E. Steudel, m 11, is assistant superintendent of the to Ethel Lemmer, ’21. 1 to 4 and E blast furnaces of the Illinois Steel Company, E. A. Kerler, e ’20, s a Sales Engineer at West Bend, Wis. South Chicago. His home address is 7034 Indiana Ave., Carl W. Kranse, ’23, is engineer for the Western Electric Chicago. . 
Company. His address is 156 N. Oak Ave., Oak Park, Ill. (Concluded on page 71)
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Put a print of your sole along- types (see square by heel print). 

side a print of your heel. Then Puta bearing at the pinion gear 
you see part of the reason why of an automobile, or in the differ- 
soles wear longer than heels— ential. Here the slightest effect 

| why you must have your heels re- of wear is to put the gears out of 
built twice or oftener, to every alignment —with deadly results. 
new pair of soles. But because of larger load area, 

“Load area”’ is the technical ex- wear in a Timken Bearing is so 
planation. Your heels have only slow as to be unnoticeable during 
about one-third the area of your the life of the average car. And 
soles. Your shuffles and weight _ even if it should occur, a turn of a 
are distributed over one-third less nut counteracts its effects. After 
space. Hence the more rapid wear. thousands of miles, a Timken 

All this leads to Timken Bear- Bearing can be readily adjusted so 
ings. The rectangle beside the that it’s as good as new again. In 
sole print above shows the relative which important characteristic, 
“load area”’ of a roller bearing as Timken Bearings are unlike either 
contrasted with bearings of other soles or heels! 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY 
CANTON, OHIO 

Columbus, Ohio—Walkerville, Ont.—Birmingham, England—Paris, France 

Fe Sere Ep FAAP EPP EB CAH 
CN ke Be ee Be ee Be 

4 r\ as Es ca Le > > GH Gay & 

ts | || = BE BPOCPEE 

Lwiey ROLLER BEARINGS 
Norn z g edo © 19%, T. R. B. Co. 

~ Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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What will you remember 

£ Ilege training? rom your college training « 

AN THE YEARS go 

by you will forget 

; much of the material 

you are collecting now Th e 

— BUT-— be sure of 
: 2 you don’t forget the d ww 

shen mice FUNDAMENTALS! Good Paving 
on Brick Com} 
‘iton, lil, ompSny, 

Binwhamton Brick Company Ground yourself so Aa for Filler be- 

Central Clay Products Co. . causeit makes the traffic 
(Distributors MACK Paving Brick) thoroughly in them that bearing surface a water-proof, 
Cleveland Brick & Clay Company flexible armor not subject to 

eveland, Ohi ae 
Clydesdale Brick & Stone Co. they are second nature the cracks which follow rigid 

Pittsburgh, Pa. slab construction, and because 
Coffeyville Vitrified Brick & Tile Co. 

. Bene . 

Coffeyville, Kans. to you. Never lose your repair costs are insignificant 
Collinwood Shale Brick Company where each brick is an easily 

leveland, Ohi 5 : : 
Francis Vitri¢ Brick Company grip on the basic prin- removable unit. 

oynton, Oks 
George witeifled Brick & Clay Co. a 1 ! RICK for Surface because 

ugusta, Ga. B 
oe ack Compa 6 ciples: it furnishes the best sur- 

Hisylvania Coal Co. face for traffic; hard, but not 
‘olumbus, Ohic : 

HORE ue Ohe The ABC of Good Pav- brittle—fough, but not rough 

Independence Paving Brick Co. . 4 b 1 —sensenend pons apeo bent 
_, independence, Kans. in rove on — smooth, but not “slick”; 

Me erebare: Kansas ai 8 P y g because its fire-hardened 

Metropolliag paving Back Co: ears of traffic service toughness resists wear and 
Mineral Wells Paving Brick Co. , tear so sturdily that upkee; 

Mineral Wells, Texas . % df . s y pkeep 

Moberly Paving Brick Company is condensed for you into expense is squeezed to a min- 

Murphysboro Paving Brick Co. . imum and because any margin 

nese urphysbore: dl the panel at the right. of higher first-cost is speedily 
jelsonville Brick Co. : 
Nelsonville, Ohio offset by low maintenance, 

Peebles Paving Brick Company long life and uninterrupted 
Portsmouth, Ohio —— i 

Purington Paving Brick Company fj wee a service. 
Salesburg, Ill. Pg = 

Southern Clay Mig. Company ee i AS QONcEETE: CRUSHED 
Chattanooga, Tenn. PSS Pa 

Springlield Paving Brick Company | ar ROCK, CRUSHED 
pringfield, Il. mH Fy Hy VN 

a geo 5 EIES || psconancmene ean, N. Y- use som 
Streator Clay Mfg. Company AVEM bases meets any conceivabl 

Streator, Il. 
y ivable 

Thornton Fire Brick Co. P E E N T Ss sub-soil condition, and with a 
Clarksburg, W. Va. j : 

‘Thurber Brick Company bedding course of sand or 

__ Ft. Worth, Texas screenings makes the best 
Toronto Fire Clay Company 

Toronto, Ohio sub-structure yet developed 

Rigg Eg ee rsarey for modern street or highway 

Veedersburg Paver Company traffic, 
Veedersburg, Ind. 

Western Shale Products Company Tighe oo Send for free 

Fort Scott, Kans. ie i ara, handbook, “THE 

Weasgars pari prick Company Gees Wey consreuc. 
: - : ? [= =| TIONOF BRICK 

4 le : 0 SO PAVEMENTS.” 

sa ; ae ee ree a | 

a ee : — rts 
- Bee gee < ree ee 

: Sree Ss rrrrrt—~—~—“OCOSSs*stsié‘sSC*iétié 
: Aire ois an Se 

 rrrrtrs—s—s—“CsisCOC*isSCS 

Cee 

NATIONAL PAVING BRICK MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, ENGINEERS BLDG., CLEVELAND, OHIO 
ts EC GUS ce eee / el 

CS 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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ALUMNI NOTES THE ECLIPSE OF JANUARY 24, 1925. 
(Concluded from page 70) By Jor SreBBins 

CO ———————— Director of the Washburn Observatory and ~ 
Bruno Nordberg, m ’07, died at his home in Professor of Astronomy 

Milwaukee on October 30 after an illness of two — Sn rrice v . . 
years, To Mr. Nordberg’s credit stands a long R PSIBENTS of northern Wisconsin will have the 

list of mechanical achievements, among which is unusual opportunity of observing the total eclipse 

the air pressure power system which he designed of the sun on January 24, 1925. The path of totality 
for the Montana Mines of Anaconda Copper Co. traced by the moon’s shadow is a tract one hundred 
He was the holder of thirty or more patents for Pr K : . A wiechanical devices, HAY" GE wHIGh, HAVa been of miles wide, extending from northern Minnesota and 
great industrial value. He is survived by his wife Lake Superior to Long Island Sound, and then out 

and one son. to the Atlantic. The southern limit of this area is 
| marked by a line drawn from Superior to Marinette, 

ee | Wisconsin cities lying wholly within the shadow 
Carl E. Schaefer, m ’24, is engaged in sewer construction are Ashland, Hurley, Eagle River, and Florence. 

work on the sewer ‘system north of Chicago. Address, Superior is just outside and Duluth just inside the 
Highland Park, Illinois. we 8 = 8 4 ‘ 2 ‘Arnold ‘Wegner, mm ‘14, dg vhie? enzineer dor the: Chain critical regian. For all of Wisconsin, the eclipse will 
Belt Company, Milwaukee. have started before the sun appears, and it will seem 

Charles Vergin, m ’24, is with the Wisconsin Public much like a delayed sunrise. At madison the eclipse 
Service Corporation at Green Bay, Wis. He writes, “I will be ninety-five per cent total, and this percentage 
came here directly from Milwaukee. At the present time I increases northward until the line of totality is reached. 
am operating in their station here. Mr. Carson, the . o. 
manager, told me that soon they intend to begin preparing Unfortunately at this time of year it is more than 
plans for a new station here of about ten thousand KW likely to be cloudy in the early morning, but from the 
capacity and that I will have a chance to work on these spectacular point of view the eclipse may be a good 
plans. I think it will be an excellent experience.” one even if viewed through breaks in the clouds. The 

ia: best optical aid for viewing the crescent sun is simply 
MINERS a smoked glass, or better yet, one or more thickness of 

E. Azcon, min ’24, is with the Elm Orlee Mining Company = gark camera film. . 
at Butte, Montana. Azcon has been slated for the work At Madison the sun rises at 7:22 standard time, and 
of developing standard mining methods for the company, : S$ at 7:22 standard time, an but due to an extensive mine fire in the Elm Orlee has the moon will be seen encroaching further on the sun’s 
been in charge of ventilation while the fire fighting has disk until the max’mum at 7:58 and then pass off 
been carried on. His address is in care of Y. M. C. A. gradually until 9:08. It will not be possible to admit 
Butte, Montana. ; ; . the general public to the Washburn Observatory, as 

Carl T. Buchner, min ’23, is employed as assistant to the —_ a : ? president of the Sante Fe Ry. Co. Buchner writes deserib- observations will be made with the telescope by the 

ing interesting trips into the southwest, inspecting rail- class in astronomy. 

road company holdings and investigating possibilities of The Observatory expects to send a modest expedition . 
new railway construction in the Panhandle in Texas. His t> Middletown, Connecticut, where parties from other 
address is 6415 Maryland Ave, Chicago. . observatories will be present, as there the sun will be 

W. G. Dollmeyer, min °24, is employed as Metallurgist igh enough for accurate observation. The problem w by the Inter-State Drop Forge Company at Milwaukee. 8 2 5 va e; propler WE His address is 381 Twenty-ninth Street. shall attack will be the measurement of the total light 
E.-W. Jones, min ’23, has severed his connection with of the solar corona for comparison with previous 

the Western Electric Company as an engineer in the measures with the same apparatus in r918. The expe- 
development branch, and has taken a place as superintendent dition to California in 1923 failed because of unexpected 
a, CG, wn Ge beet notes ee a cloudy weather, and while the chances for a good sky 
the American Smelting and Refining Company at Lead- ' Connecticut are only about even, there is a possibility 
ville, Colorado. Lynch’s address is 206 E. Eighth Street, that some scientific results may be secured. 
Leadville. oy ; . There will be a similar eclipse in the Wisconsin region 
Bae ee ee ee a in the year 1954, but after that there will be no other 
1470 Beacon Strect, Brookline, Mass. for over two hundred years, or in the year 2144. 

F. A. Nelson, min ’24, is metallurgist for the Taylor- ——_ 
Wharton Company at Highbridge, N. J. ep Ge ep yaperate 

Eugene J. Verhaeghi, M. S. min ’24, has returned to MINE MODELS ERECTED 
Belgium. Verhaeghi writes that save for a period in The Department of Mining and Metallurgy, with the 
which he combatted pneumonia rather strenuously he has Department of Geology, has erected a large model of 

been very busy doing squads “east and west” and studying ceveral of the mines at Butte, in the Mining Laboratory. Military Engineering with the Belgium Army. He is The model is a.sife¢ the: A da C Mini 
serving his period of compulsory service. He may be . ag rom the “Anaconda Copper Mining 
reached as E. J. Verhaeghi, E.S.L.R.Gn., Brasschaet, C0. of Butte, Montana, and is a very welcome addition 
Polygéne, Belgium. to the department’s teaching facilities.
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THE WESTERN MINE INSPECTION TRIP great degree. Advanced safety measures and elaborate 
(Continued from page 67) precautions against mine fires, which in spite of every 

only if they wish to, acts as an efficient price regulator, effort to forestall them are recurrent in this field, are 

as other merchants must meet its competition. A — evident at every turn. 

recreation building which houses libraries, club and Mine pumping is concentrated through the “High- 

reading rooms, bowling alleys, pool and billiard rooms, Ore” and “Leonard” shafts which drain all the m‘nes 

a large theatre, and a large swimming pool is maintained on the “Hill.” In these shafts the necessary pumping 

by the company for its men and the citizens of the equipment to handle large volumes of acid water is 
community. installed. The expense of pumping this water, however, 

Following a day spent at small coal mining operations js more than compensated by the copper recovered from 

near Gillette, Wyoming, we moved on to Sheridan, the water by precipitation with scrap steel and iron. 

Wyoming, where the large scale operations of the Sher- This copper yield amounts to several millions of pounds 

idan Wyoming Coal Company were seen. yearly. The pumps used are generally of the quintuplex, 

The cretaceous coals of eastern Wyoming form an single acting, plunger type, and are equipped with 

enormous reserve of fuel. The seams are nearly hori- porcelain plungers to resist corrosive action of the 

zontal; in places the thickness is forty feet or more, mine water. 

and the coal beds underlie an extensive atea. The ash The engineering features above ground are no less 

content of these coals is less than 5%, but the moisture distinctive than those beneath the surface. It is in 

ranges from 18% to 25%, so an immediate market is Butte that the late B. V. Nordberg conceived and 

necessary to enable the operators to produce coal. successfully developed the plan of converting the steam 

Monarch and Carney, both slope mines, and Dietz hoisting equipment of an entire camp to the regenerative 

No. & a shaft mine, were visited. Mining is done on use of compressed air. The air is compressed into a 
a panel room and pillar system. .\dvancing the rooms common system at several modern stations from which 

are carried to a height of about ten feet. When pillar the demands of the hoisting plant, equalized by a water 

drawing begins, a large amount of top coal is recovered. equalizer which allows each hoist to compress air into 

Salient features of the operation are undercutting by the system during its period of retardation, are met. 

modern coal cutters, electric haulage in which both Several isolated mines use electrical hoisting systems 

trolley and reel locomotives are used, and modern screen- of advanced design. 

ing plants in which the coal is sized for domestic and The mills of the East Butte Copper Mining Company 

power plant consumption or sent as run-of-mine to the and the Timber Butte Mill were visited. At Pittsmont, 
railroad which is an important consumer. jigging, tabling, and flotation were used to concentrate 

At each mine a modern village is developed in which OPPer ores. At Timber Butte a portion of the lead 

houses, coal, light, and water are furnished at moderate Concentrates are recovered by tabling, and the greater 
rentals. The Tongue River Trading Company, which Portion of the concentrates of lead, zinc, and silver are 

is company operated, supplies the necessities and luxuries recovered by floatation. 

to the men and their families. The mining villages and At Anaconda, where we met W. A. Emanuel, min ’20, 
the city of Sheridan are connected by good roads and zinc and copper concentration were inspected. The 

by an interurban trolley line which gives access to the copper smelter uses reverberatory instead of blast 
larger city. furnaces. Matte is blown in convertors, and the con- 

On our way to Butte, we passed the Crowe Indian vertor copper puddled in a special furnace after which 

Reservation and the Custer Battlefield. The battlefield it is cast into anodes for later electrolytic reduction. 
is of especial interest in that it is set aside by the At Anaconda the hot gases and dusts from roasters, 
Government as a cemetery for those who lost their lives reverberatories, and converters are all lead through a 
in the battle. common flue to the largest stack in the world. This 

Butte is one of the great copper producing centers of — stack, which is 585 feet high and has an inside diameter 
the world, and the mining industry is the real life of of Go feet at the top, is situated high above the sur- 
the city. Many methods of mining and a great variety rounding plains. In their travel through the flue the 
of the latest mechanical and electrical equipment used gases are cooled, and at the stack they are passed 
in mining were inspected at the mines of the Anaconda, through elaborate Cottrell precipitators which cast out 
last Butte, Elin Orlu, and Butte and Superior Mining most of the solids from the effluent gasses. The solid 
Companies. In every operation extremely difficult particles are treated in a special reverb. The gases 
mining conditions are encountered, and the variety of from it are largely volatilized arsenious oxide (As,O3) 
methods used is evidence of the difficulties overcome which is precipitated on cooling and is later refined. 
in mining. The mining of an old fire area, in which The matte from the furnace is sent back to the copper 
the stopes had been filled with slimes from Butte and circuit. In addition to the processes, the group in- 
Superior mills to extinguish the fire, proved an unusual spected Anaconda’s sulphuric acid plants, foundries, 
and rather uncomfortable exhibit, for while the fire is and phosphate plant. 

extinguished, the ground has not cooled down to any (Continued on page 76)
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FACTORY PLUMBING CAN CONTRIBUTE TO EFFICIENCY 

Supplying dependable valves, fittings and off by workmen in quenching their thirst. 
steam specialties that exactly satisfy all pip- Because Crane plumbing materials stand 
ing requirements is only one of the ways up under ordinary, careless usage, they 
Crane Co. serves American industry. Crane perpetuate these savings of time. Their 
provides another important means of low-_ upkeep cost is low, their life much longer 
ering manufacturing costs in its complete than could be expected of fixtures made 
line of factory plumbing fixtures. to sell on price alone. 
In many ways this sanitary equipment can When you plan plumbing installations, a 
be used to bring up efficiency. Toilet rooms Crane specialist at the nearest Crane Branch 
and lavatories of ample capacity, placed or Sales Office will be glad to help you 
close to the “population centers” of the select the correct type of fixture for each 
departments they serve, save many wasted particular requirement. One hundred two 
minutes. Enough drinking fountains,con- Crane branches and offices bring this serv- 
venient to machines and benches, increase ice within easy reach of every industrial 
roduction by shortening the time taken plant in the United States and Canada. | P Pp 

GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 

CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL 

Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Forty-eight Cities 
National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, New York, Atlantic City, San Francisco and Montreas 

Works: Chicago, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Chattanooga, Trenton and Montreal 
CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, SHANGHAI 

CRANE-BENNETT, Lrp., LONDON 
Cl CRANE: PARIS, NANTES, BRUSSELS 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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| | 
We have equipped our Cafeteria with four booths for the 

i convenience of groups of 4, 6,8, or 10. | 

| e ° 66 99 C f e | 
| | | University afeteria — 
i . 

. i 

; Home Cooking Reasonable Prices | 
| | 
| Booths can be reserved. 740 Langdon Street | 

Hs sgaseegsgoa cmcee peppy rennet 
F211 18} th tH ttt Bt tt A RE al 

| 1 | | 
| | i 
| A Refreshing Drink ENGINEERS. . 

i i | i ---with Food Value i i EFFICIENCY. ‘| 

i il | 
i i i MALTED MILK. i 

Avhien the waiter aes “What MORGAN'S 1 

i will you have to drink? order i i i 

| milk--and_ specify Kennedy’s! i | | 
| i | | ee 
| With your meals or for that af- i oe tat Ha 

| ternoon weariness there’s nothing | i - | 

better than a tall glass of good cold i NETH at ¥ OooDS 

i milk. And for the best milk, be ij for your i 

i sure it is from the i i * . i 
z zo Loose Leaf Note Books Pencils 2 

| | | Typewriter Paper Drawing Supplies | 
i ij Note Book Fillers Typewriter Ribbons j 
i i i Fountain Pens Writing Paper i 

i s = = and anything else that you need in student supplies. 7 
| ! t l | Kennedy Dairy Co. | | METERS 
j 629 W. Washington Ave. - - Badger 7100 {| j[ i 

i it 519 STATE STREET i 

| i | | 
Be tt tt 4 tt tt tt I Fe 1 tn tn tt tn tt tt i a tt tt tn tt tt fe 

Fe tt 8 Bt BA BE AH HH EE EN BR Ha 

| 5 i 
EVERY ENGINEERING 

| STUDENT 
i should be a member of the Co-op. For the last three years the Co-op has given a i 
i rebate of 15% to members. You are certain of getting first quality instruments— i 

| DIETZGEN CO., KEUFUL & ESSER CO., WEBER, AND RICHTER | 

: | are the well known brands that we carry. All slide rules, drawing instruments, l 
| drawing paper, T squares, triangl d drawi board: th ded | i ’ quares, | gles, and drawing boards are those recommende i 
i by the College of Engineering. You can buy them all on your Co-op number. i 

506 State Street THR CO-OF «J. GRApy, Mer. | 
ee ee ee ee a ee ee ee ee eee ee ee 

Vega Banjos and Gibson Mandolins at HOOK BROS.
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G. H. Anenprotu 

BASKETBALL In the De Pauw game, which we captured by the 

Before the basketball season had begun, when the score of 27-22, Varney and Wackman were sent in at 

varsity was having a little trouble now and then, “Doc” the forward positions. Brooks took charge of the center 

Meanwell predicted that the Badgers would find them- of the floor while Barwig and Captain Diebold played 

selves in the vicinity of the fifth place at the end of at guard positions. Brooks, playing a good game at 

the conference chase. center, dropped in quite a few of the baskets which 

Despite Doc’s statement to the contrary, it looks as helped to accumulate our total of 27 points. 

if we have a team which will make the other confer- . GYM 

ence teams hustle to take first place away from us. Even though Wisconsin may not win the conference 

Meanwell has the reputation of turning out champion- title in gymnastics this year, we are positive that “Huck” 

ship teams and we would expect it of him if he had Schmidt will again repeat his victory of last year and 

to work with wooden soldiers. Doc had a tough be proclaimed the king of all conference gymnasts. 

proposition on his hands this year. He had to find “Hucks” a hard work- 

men to fill the shoes of Gibson, last year’s captain and ing engineer, is 

center, and Farwell, the engineer who played a sensa- ©@ ptain of the 

tional game at forward. Nevertheless, we expect to gym team besides be- 

see the Badgers flirting with ‘Miss Championship” ing a star performer. 

rather than fighting to keep from hitting the cellar. It would be difficult 

Although Wisconsin’s team has not had an opportun- t2 menhon Tust where 

ity to exhibit its ability against conference teams, the Huck excells, Be- 

games against Wabash, Butler, and Depauw have cause he is good on 

demonstrated that we have the making of a real team. any apparatus and 

In the Wabash game Martell showed up very well and has ihe reputation of 

“grabbed the game out of the fire” by some neat shots being, ‘the best all- 

during the last few minutes of the game. With Wabash around gymnast that 
about seven points to the good, Martell, taking Merkel’s Wisconsin has ever 

place at forward, shot four baskets and put us out produced, c 

in front. He was the main reason for the 22-21 Schmidt should 

victory when the final whistle blew. His work in this have more support 

game makes its unnecessary to continue the search for this:yeat a he had 

"a successor to Farwell. last NESE: Hiemke, a 

The work to build up a championship team for {tsntor chemise’ coer 

Wisconsin was made harder by Spooner’s ineligibility 4, parailel arlenal 

due to his three years of participation in college sports. par and on the hares 

Merkle, Martell, Varney, and Wackman are now play- and should prove a 

ing the forward positions, — Wackman being shifted  \atuable asset to the 

from guard to forward, while Diebold and Barwig take tearm. Coach: Schlatter 

care of the guard positions. also has several other 

Butler, A. A. U. champions, came to Madison after en who will blos- 

having given Iowa a sound beating. Just as Pat Page’s som out this year 

men were successful in administering a defeat to Iowa, after their experience 

they were again successful in beating us. Although the on last years’ squad. “Huck” SCHMIDT 

Badgers were ahead 10-5 at the end of the half, Butler Hicks, who is working on the rings and the horizon- | 

cane from behind and emerged from the battle a tal bars, should come out better than he did last year. 

victor by the score of 21-17. However, the Butler 4 gymnast cannot be developed in a few months, and 
game should not be taken as an indication of weakness, — Jast years experience should prove valuable to Hicks. 

because Butler has been leaving most conference teams Dale is swinging the clubs for the varsity “this year 

on the small end of the score. (Concluded on page 76) ,
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ENGINEERS HOLD FOURTH ANNUAL SONG vapor. The tube to the container which is to be evac- 

FETE uated is connected to the one that carries the mercury 

On the evening of December 17 more than five vapor. The air is diffused into and swept along by the 

hundred engineering students, and engineering faculty vapor, and thus the vacuum is created. s s gs ig y 1 

and their families assembled in the Lathrop concert A new vacuum tube is being developed in the physics 

room for the fourth annual Christmas get-together of | department, said Professor Terry, which will be used 

the College of [ngineering. [For the first time since in the University radio sending set. This new tube, 

the inauguration of these gatherings, the Freshman which is expected to have eight times the capacity of 

Class, thru a voluntary collection on its own part, took the present tubes, is made possible by the introduction 

it upon itself to furnish Christmas trees and decorations of new methods of creating and maintaining high 

for the occasion. vacuums. Heese 

The Correct Christnas Spirit for a Student was the ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT GETS NEW 
subject of the Christmas message delivered by President EQUIPMENT 
irec fter ag res “of : sor > me ~ . hag “ ° Birge. _ Miter the address, Prof. Ee. B. Gordon of the The Electrical Department has recently become the 
extension Division led the engineers in singing Christ- recipient of some very valuable telephone testing equip- 

mas carols, “The group singing was accompanied by a rent which was donated by the Wisconsin Telephone 

twenty-piece orchestra composed of engineers and Company. This gift includes a telephone interference- 
children of the engineering faculty. Engineers who factor meter, a wave analyzer, and a noise standard. 

played in the orchestra were: These instruments are used to determine the nature and 
§ Cosle 3 : allard ? Settee Pion dss 7 oo. os : 

ALS. Cook 204 IH. Ballard ’28, Robert Zinn ’27, magnitude of the harmonics in power circuits which 
ee e | ~ 4 2c a j I, J 2 « . . : 
salph “\. Smith 25, James K. Manning ’28, H. P. may cause interfering noises in telephone systems. 

5 Ion Whar, . ' Ion [ ATS 4, ‘ ¥ : : 
Robinson fn Millard B. Smith ’25, 1. W. Heise ’26, A demonstration of this new equipment was given at 
Russell A. Nelson ’26, Matthew Hass ’27, John B. the A. I. E. E. meeting by H. R. Huntley, e ’21, Harold 

Seastone 726, and John A. Rabbe ’26. Professor op ¢ Day, e ’21, and W. C. Lallier, e ’22 
Jimmy Rood’s violin, too, found its voice during this a —_— 
evening of good cheer. DANNY MEAD’S HOUND DOG STORY 

Mrs. M. O. Withey gave a vocal solo, Birthday . Pe oa : y eee eae a8) oF th “As between the genius who lacks stability and the 
King, accompanied by Mrs. J. W. Watson on the piano . ; . - : ss 5 a slowér man who is determined and persistent, give me 
and Russell A. Nelson, ’26, on the violin. After a song ” entd D 7 > oo . . . the latter,” said Prof. D. W. Mead to the Tau Beta Pi 
by Mrs. IE. FE. Watson, accompanied by R. A. Nelson, son. . 8 . 
the engineers’ choir joined with these two in singing initiates at a recent banquet, and to illustrate the point 

ne 3 J - smsms he told about Bill Hokum’s deer hound. “Yes,” said 
Christmas selections. rae ws ~ 

a ene . . Bill in reply to a stranger who was praising the fine 
Dean A. V. Millar, under whose guidance this gather- A “ , 5 . . ‘ Se looking hound, “Yes, stranger, he’s a fine deer hound 

ing was carried out, expressed the hope that similar 1 he | hist Euulis se <i aad 
mixers uniting the engineers in a Christmas spirit might fat he es AS a, SS Ta See ae ee Oe : 2 P : . Sumas: SP 8 morning and find a deer and he'll chase that deer for 
become a tradition of the College of Engineering. i : . po > quite a while, until maybe a fox crosses the trail. Then 

SCE aioe, — va he forgets the deer and takes after the fox, and he and 
AUS. COE HEARS ! ROF, PERRY PELL OF the fox play hide-and-seek until a rabbit comes along. 

HIGH VACUUMS He will chase the rabbit for a while and then take after 
“It was only a few years ago that the high vacuum something else. Along about sundown I'll find him 

was considered possible,” declared Professor Terry of at the foot of a tree barking at a chipmunk.” 
the physics department of the University in a lecture —— pearance 
before the student branch of the A. S. C. E. in room HYDRAULIC LAB ACQUIRES NEW ROTARY 
22y of the Engineering Building at seven-thirty o’clock PUMP 

\ ednesday evening, November 19. A high vacuum, It A new piece of apparatus has found space in the 
Was explained, is one where the pressure is one-tenth maze of cast iron and rambling pipe on the first floor 
of a millimeter or less as it would be measured on the of the hydraulics laboratory. It is a new Viking uni- 
rdinary ar ter 7 9 rere oF a - . : . Bt : 2 ar barometer if that were possible. versal rotary pump with a 10 H. P. direct-current 

he latest ve most successful vacuum pump works motor mounted on its base. The Viking is designed 
on an entirely novel principle. It consists of a flask to operate with high efficiencies under varying loads 
for boiling mercury and a condenser for the mercury (Concluded on page 75)
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On vie ee) OS ee 1 = 2. Nl ee ee Gy | : isi fo “ , ore ar Didying 
BN Sed a em |S ae eae 
i fae PS Pw cata W) ON 7) eee oS ad jf 

pe BB. es IM - iy = i SS, Lee Pe es ig hand oo Ria He ees Sle eT |) , “ IS MC fal) Spey Se Cae Ef A ei |i. . 
rae OD 9 Lop aes | \ Bal oe ee Te, tas i ee, ee) ee iin SE LS fe zp eT hE 1) Seer ! 3 oe 
a ee AEE Fege ao ee Pre “ef -~ 

Oa SET ehh > es Se ae at . af fa a. A 
en AE oe EEE <A) Excavating by Swat | i 

Explosives Power Ee ae | bo gee ae peg Keane 

D'CGING in the earth has been practiced | eiger eo ee ll j 
by mankind for centuries. First for ¢ molt 3 fee fk 7 a food, then for objects of utility, and finally en 4.) oe. 

for subterranean space—digging on a larger Bes Var crc Ne i ee scale ultimately become excavation. But Ce games ae > 
up until 125 years ago excavating work was ie - Pea SA eS SU 
done by primitive hand-labor methods. be ee ‘ , SRD 

The modern engineer finds in explosives a comet een? Seen. 
mighty power to dig foundations and to ale ee a 
drive tunnels economically and efficiently. Fe less ate o City excavation work particularly requires iad shia, bee ee eae . the highest degree of skill in the use of ex- © abel Sree mers: we) plosives because of the safety factor in ye ee ell | 
relation to lives and property. oe eae ee oe ve 

An example of the safe use of explosives ina a o — a Ro x Lean congested city district is found in Rochester, eee ‘i ea: Bis, LES N. Y., where the bed of the old Erie Canal ak SR eer Pe 
was blasted for a subway for interurban PN ge \ fo a a electric traffic. The canal bed ran through ey vi | gee Ea a 
the heart of the city. About 60,000 cubic |) eee ee Na 
yards of rock were excavated. Drilling and Sas 00h a a La ape = 2 blasting went right down to the very foun- oe ge Pe ee Oe dations of the standing buildings, without at Ag : 
interfering with street and bridge traffic. Ree = Eee 
Du Pont Explosives —53,047 pounds of Loa L Ge ig 
du Pont 40% and 1,050 pounds of du Pont ee re TBS © iy o i 
50% gelatin dynamite—were used on the Pee ee ge ee eae Msi, se | job. Damage was sustained to the extent ee 
of four window panes. 

Engineers and contractors throughout the I HE name“Bunting” has always meant bronze bush- country look to du Pont for the quality and ing bearing headquarters to the engineer, manu- 
variety of explosives essential to the accom- facturer and machinist in the mechanical industry. 
plishment of any blasting project. A definite, new practice was inaugurated when Bunt- 

ing standardized 300 different sizes of bronze bushing 
3 bearings. Over 1,000 representative American manu- 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS ®& CO., Inc. facturers have already adopted these standardized sizes. 
Explosives Department \ A Bhoswledge of this exqokationary ooo is ‘ 

worthy part of any technical education. e wi 
WILMINGTON DELAWARE | gladly tell any student the how, and why, of it. 

oe Sian EES cater THE BUNTING BRASS & BRONZE CO. a: = Fy ] = TOLEDO, OHIO 

zn LH a BUSHING BEARINGS 
Kindly mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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| i | ‘all F. | 
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1 = ‘ ss = i i 1347 University Ave. i 
i 126 If. Main St. on Corner Badger 7719 i i i 

| i | | 
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| 1 | | 
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CAB | | 
i | | FAIRCHILD 3535 714 STATE ST. i 

eh 
Get the Late Records at HOOK BROS.
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CAMPUS NOTES At the Indiana Steel Company, Indiana Harbor, we 

(Concluded from page 74) were guests at the banquet which the company tendered 

and speeds. This pump, which may be termed an irri- us. Professor McCaffery did most of the speech mak- 

gation pump, has a capacity of 200 gallons per minute. ing at the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company 

The motor was purchased by the University, but where, for over an hour, we watched a battery of 

the pump and mounting was a gift to the laboratory Bessemer converters in action. 

from the Viking Sales Company, Milwaukee. The unit Saturday, the last day of the trip, was spent at the 

at present is being tested by two Senior civils who will U. S. Steel Corporation in Gary, Indiana. Here the ‘ 

make it therr business, as a thesis requirement, to miners investigated the methods of charging and oper- 
determine the various efficiencies and econoinies of the ating the huge blast furnaces. 

unit. 

Delta of Kappa Eta Kappa, professional electrical 

engineering fraternity, announces the formal initiation — 

of Harley Gibson ’25, George Rateike ’25, Henry O. 
Walker ’25, William Churchill ’27, Lyman Holder ’26, (a) 

Greay Hurtly ’27, Lawrence Ratke ’27, and Robert Te fir 

Scorgie 27. bal BS 

—— Sh. Zn ty 
With the completion of a new 220 yard straight- DY eh? CEC 

away at Camp Randall in preparation for the Minnesota P77 |e AI CEH 

dual track meet on May 23, Wisconsin will join the ~~. Ae KC VAL oe 

ranks of Pennsylvania, Iowa, and Ohio in having a HT aa £4 (Woz! ZZZ 

track of Olympic dimensions. Yt +4 _ LE 
( , Zé 

— se The old Hausmann mahogany bar which saw so 

many years of faithful service in Hausmann’s establish- . . . . . . 

ment at State and Gilman streets, has beet presented “The engincer with an inquiring mind shall rise to 

to the Memorial Union by the heirs of Carl H. Haus- great heights.” 

mann, proprietor of the former brewing company. rs 

When the Union building goes up, this 4o-foot bar will A new edition of Technical Mechanics by Professors 

grace once more the place where cheerful souls assemble FE. R. Maurer and R. J. Roark is being published by 

— the taproom. John Wiley and Sons. It is a rewritten and_ reset 

—_——___——_ edition embodying changes in subect matter and in 

Wenzel Fabera, ’25, is in charge of the Engineering presentation. 

exhibits in the general University exposition. The OO 

exhibits will present a realistic cross-section of the Prof. Charles I. Corp will speak upon The Flow of 

work being carried on by the students in the university. Liquids in Pipes before the Engineers Society of Mil- 

The various chairman are starting work immediately waukee at the Athletic Club on February 18. 

and have arranged conferences with the heads of their 

respective alleges: #8 ctder to Gevelop fleas an, jes Leo Shapiro, Missouri School of Mines, ’24, is en- 
sibilities for the exposition. : sa 

rolled as a-graduate student in metallurgy. He is also 

TT teaching in the mathematics department. 

THE MINERS ARE RESTLESS, TOO _ 

Roll call at 4:35 a. m., December 4, 1924, at the North- . . , o, . 

western station, Madison, was the lucky, or unlucky Speaking of humor, it 8 quite ANEEEESEINE. i Hote 

ordeal for the six miners and Professor McCaffery who how it creeps ito our daily life. For example, not so 

were leaving Madison for Chicago on their inspection long ago the morning’s mail brought to Professor Owen 

trip. We wonder what story Mac had early this morn- a letter from a woman who owns a tract of land in the 

ing — we wonder. western part of the state. This woman is afflicted with 

“‘\ day was spend at the Wisconsin Steel Mills, South a certain degree of insanity, and also with a blind 

Chicago, where the superintendent took the liberty of husband. She is eternally quarrelling with her neighbor 

consulting Prof. McCaffery on subjects which were over a line fence which separates the neighbor’s land 

miles above the heads of the student miners. In fact, from her own. To settle the argument once for all, 

at every plant which we visited, the superintendents she sent the following request to Prof. Owen: 

asked Professor McCaffery for advice about their “Come over and survey me. I have been surveyed 

furnaces. twice already.”
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ATHLETICS warranted the development of improved machinery for 
(Concluded from page 73) the manufacture of stereotype plates. The first great 

after winning his numerals on last year’s frosh squad. step was the introduction of the Autoplate machine 

Hluxtey, Wress, and Weiss SES also Y orking Out Which was developed in the early years of the present 

regularly with the squad and will contribute their share century by Henry A. Wise Wood. ‘This machine was 

Ww the total points. Coach Shlatter has a stift schedule almost entirely automatic in its action. The matrix 
drawn up for his team. Among the teams which will oo. held in place by means of specially designed clips, 
be met this year are Milwaukee Y. MLC. A. La Crosse these clips serving also to automatically strip the matrix 

Baad at eres urdue innesota. 2 2 " z 7 eines as Normal, Chicago, Purdue, Minnesota, and Towa. from the plate after the metal had solidified. Che 

OO metal was forced into the box by a cam operated pump 

PRACK . and all of the subsequent operations on the plate were 
1 the Jone line of engineering track captains 7 a 

Mthough the long line of CUSUESTIOS: Uf ick ae performed by the machine. The machine was capable 
has been broken, our chances on the cinder path ves of turning out four plates per minute, but it seldom 

oe right. course re are a fe lace a ers bright. OF course — ove : Few prices - was operated at more than three or three and one-half 
har specially the place left vac rw : : will be hard fo Hilly — 4 5 i PL TNACD lett a Geiiy i plates per minute. But even at that it had an output 

* graduation “Ball” é ann, "24 vho : ¢ . the SISA oF Bill van ‘un + WO ore than three times that of an ordinary hand operated 
aplaine ast vear’s track squad ill, for two suc- -. > S captained Tast yea : ie 2 i or 7 i a outfit. It required less men to operate it and the work 
TUSSIVE VEars, Ci red see ace | » penthe at . : 
CESSIVE YEATS, CAPUUFEE — place i a a ‘ von Fe was far less laborious and exhaustive. 

: soiterenee meets ¢ “ Vas acc 19) m= the rp a see nee meets and always placed high Phe Autoplate has, however, been superseded by the 

ei eS hod hod - tl Wi Junior \utoplate and Autoshaver. This combination is 
Women wh wrought the conterence title to Is : * aii oO proug commenens t a very much simpler mechanism than the old standard 

consin in cross country will help to make the Badgers . . oui . a . . ‘ Autoplate and is consequently somwhat more reliable 
a conference contender im track. \Vith men like Berg-  . eewail os eal ‘i : . . : ae », im operation. Many of the features of the old machine stresser, Kubly, and Piper from the “hill and dale . : ny : . re * a . . . have been retained. The casting cylinder is in a vertical squad, we should be especially strong in the mile and ge S| es ee mand i z ! . : . : : position instead of horizontal as in the old) machine two mile. Tlitberts and Vallely should take care of the z ‘ - : “ara: 7 5 and the metal is pumped to the box by a hand operated 
half mile. Veterans ike Tuthtar and Flueck promise 7 j - . 

, ha, fl . pump. The metal in the box, however, is not under 
to make the igh jump and quarter mile interesting. . : ae : 

ue any pressure but that of its own weight. The matrix 
. csrne qerdE oS is held in clips and is automatically stripped and held THE PUBLIC UTILITY AS A FIELD FOR : no ot ph THE ENGINEER In, & position that allows the casting cylinder to rotate. 

(Conckided from page 66) During this rotation the tail is cut off and returned to 

tion shows that the number of graduates of engineering the pot. The plate is then lifted by hand to the Auto- 
and technical schools is not sufficient to fill the execu- shaver through which it passes by gravity, and during 
tive places in industry, even granting that all of them its passage through the machine, it receives the 
were fitted for administrative work. It must be recog. remainder of the finishing operations which include the 
nized, however, that a good technical expert does not final cooling. 
always develop into a good executive, and while there Editor's Note: A continuation of the article on 
is need for technically trained men, there is greater “Mechanical Equipment of a Modern Newspaper Plant” 
need for technically trained men with executive ability; will appear in the next issue. 
that is, men possessing besides a college degree, char- . SS ‘ | = a THE WESTERN MINE INSPECTION TRIP OF 1924 acier, energy, personality and, above all, human qualities. : 
ae : % = « -“ (Continued from page 72) 
Miere is no course guarantced to impart these qualifi- ap a 2 4 5 . : om . . Che final step in our journey was a visit to the Couer cations to the student. They must be acquired outside 5 ; ve : * : : : . d’Alenes around Wallace and Kellog in Idaho. Situated the classrosm, but lacking them, material success of the; 1 . ; ee : 5 : . . .. in northern Idaho, the Couer d’ Alene region is not only highest. order is not easily attainable. Character is 3 ; ‘ ; . : : : the most important lead and zine producing camp in essential co leadership, and students should be impressed 3 ie ; . with that fact” America, but it is also a region of wonderful scenic 

a atch. ry . : . 
beauty. The mines are located at various distances 

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT OF A MODERN from Wallace which is the center of mining activity. 
ASdoes (82 5 @ : : NEWSPAPER PLANT Che “THecla”, at Burke, which lost its entire surface 

(Concluded from page 63) plant on the last day of our 1923 visit in the district, 
width of the printed page. The length of the plate. “Tamarack and Custer”? at “Nine-Mile,” “Morning” at 
which is measured around the circumference, is equal Mullan, and “Bunker Hill and Sullivan” at Kellog 
to the length of the printed page. The outside radius were inspected. At the last three named mines the 
of the plate is approximately 714 inches. There is no development is made by long adit-tunnels two miles or 
fixed standard for this because there is no standard more in length which are driven into the mountains 
of length for a newspaper page. until the ore bodies are reached. In the earlier stages 

Phe development of the modern newspaper with its of operation, ore from the upper mine levels was 
large number of pages and immense circulation has (Concluded on page 78)
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BETTER LIGHTING NEEDED IN INDUSTRIAL 

PLANTS. . 

In a paper read before the [!luminating Engineering * 
Society, February, 1920, entitled, “A Survey of Industria! For Cutting Costs on 
Lighting in Fifteen States,’ R. O. Eastman submitied ‘ 7 
some very interesting data regarding the lighting condi- H h P d W k 
tions in industrial institutions The survey se iBiees some ig TO uction or 
446 institutions, in which lighting was considered by 55.4% —aob 
as being vitally important, and by 31.6% as being med- ° ' 

, erately important, and by 13% as being of little im- F a a i 7% 
portance. Practically 58% considered that lighting was Pe aid \ 
as important as power in the operation of the plant, and ot eae Bi le } gallu 
a small proportion would give more attention to lighting CL Gem hNel Ve 
than to anything else. fe TE Oy a 

In considering the present condition of lighting as ie Habs ie i Weg 
found in the various plants, only 9% ranked as excellent, Vann l acl amos! a 
about 14 ranked as good, 29°¢ fair, 18.8% poor, 3.5% very fp es SC il 

poor, and 7.8% partly good and partly poor. It was found tia ee a - aleap 

that the lighting in the offices was far superior to that in Ge oe a | cae 

the shops; 19% being excellent, 369 good, 31% fair, and ol ae ee ee i isle 7 
only 18% poor and none very poor. ogee Ao oe ee es 

Cy ae ee er a 
On consulting the executives regarding what factors . “es e ¥ re 

were most important in considering lighting, the following oe cl ee 

facts were revealed: Increase of production 79.4%, de- es 3) ie ll 

crease of spoilage 71.1%, prevention of accidents 59.5%, anh irs) oe nae | i i 

improvement of good discipline 51.2%, and improvement of jes : : i} \ 

hygienic conditions 41.4%. Manufacturers who have good SAE | } E 

lighting appreciated its value largely from the standpoint ‘a i: en 

of its stimulating effect upon output. - 

There is no question that any intelligent man who 

carefully considers the necessity for good lighting in an BROWN & SHARPE 

industrial plant, will agree that it is impossible for a per- : way 3 

son to do as good work, either in quality or quantity, in Automatic Milling Machines 
poor light as in good light, but yet the result of a careful 4, % 

analysis discloses the fact that only about 40% of indus- "THESE modern machines cut manufacturing 
trial plants are furnishing good light to their workers and ;~ costs by practically eliminating non-produc- 

60% are operating under poor lighting. It is hard to tive time. They are fully automatic in operation, 
. . : leaving the operator free to unload and load the 

understand why such a proportion of concerns can be satis- : Tabl 

fied with a condition which is universally admitted to be a work holding fixtures. The Constant Fast ape 

curtailer of efficiency and a prolific causer of accidents. Travel keeps the cutters busy almost continu- 
The principal f thi dition is that those in char. ously —it practically eliminates non-cutting time. 

DRNCIPAL COURS Oh uals SORCONeS jose In charge Write for a copy of the new Catalog describing 
of such establishments have not given the attention to them and learn how they economize on milling 

lighting that it demands. They do not know what consti- operations. 

tutes good lighting, and in their absorbing interest of 

other factors of production have overlooked a vital one. BROWN & SHARPE MEG. Co. 

Providence, R.1., U.S.A. 
Every safety official should deeply interest himself in 

the lighting of his plant and insist upon good lighting as — | t 

much as good goggles, good guards and other necessary e S a a Ay . i. | a | Z 
accident prevention equipment. Every production manager ip in a — _ { if ee ‘3 
should insist upon good lighting because the efficiency of : ~ 4 Ve anes ip | 

the working force is increased by the condition of the light- oe a a8 | aie 
ing furnished. The plant physician should examine the | - oe be ea , nA 5 | 

lighting, for eye strain and eye fatigue are directly affectea i Se gee es a (e 

by poor lighting, as is the hygienic condition. Well lighted baad a ae SO saat Seatgel ea 
plants are invariably cleaner than poor lighted places. - os be ae ae Boia 
Plants equipped with Factrolite Glass in all windows are : ahaa | CG el met 
well lighted. a ‘to oe 

If you are interested in the distribution of ligh* “e foo te ee er 
through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory ge ae a Soe : d ae 
Report—“Factrolited.” ee oie a ; : 

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO, ee... 
220 Fifth Avenue, Straddle Milling Universal Joint Housings 

St. Louis. New York. Chicago — 

No. 5. 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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tt i ttt ett ts — tet ne ne ear by, while in others the ore is hauled by rail or by 

| | aerial tramway to mills more conveniently situated. : 

! | Zinc is an important secondary mineral, and con- 

| FRANK BROS siderable tonnages of zine concentrates are recovered. 

| so] i Most of the zinc mineral is smelted outside the district. 

~ i Lead concentrates from several mills are smelted at 

5 j the Bunker Hill Smelter located at Bradley, and our 
! FANCY GROCERIES AND FRUITS visit in this section was fittingly closed by a trip to the 

j last named plant. Lead blast furnace smelting followed 

f 611-6-3 UNIVERSITY AVE. j by the removal of silver in zincing kettles, the concen- 

i Phones: Badger 5335-2689-71 i tration of antimony into small volumes of antimonial 

i | lead, the recovery of the zinc, parting of the doré metal, 

i i and the refining of gold, silver and copper sulphate 
ef on n  t tthe ——— were the chief operations witnessed here. 

ae ’ 7 a 

Two Good Places to Eat i . 

| l ‘ 

|  LAWRENCE’S | 

| CAFETERIA and RESTAURANT | ea — es eee P| q s 
622 State St. i Ae ai (ea : a ae 

: 7 ee ——— pee Ro ee eee 

Music Every Evening ie oe Ae 

en en nt nt a i tt tt it et tt a tt tt tt fe 

* Gotp Drepce or THE YUKON GoLp ComMPANY 
Fe Murray, Idaho 

i i Our visit to this region also included a trip to Murray, 

Our Sales Checks some twenty miles from Wallace, to a gold dredging 

i are worth 10%. | operation of the Yukon Gold Company. The trip by 
i | motor was one of the most beautiful and at times one 

i BR lx ei | of the most hair raising that we experienced. The 

i O Oo | road winds over the mountains, and sheer drops of 

| NEW AND USED | great distances are in evidence at many points along 

| STUDENT SUPPLIES | the edge of the roadway. ‘The gold dredge handles 

, | BROWN BOOK SHOP | some 6,000 yards of gravel daily. In early days: the 

| 628 State Sk. — Opposite Lawrences | region was a populous mining camp, but now it is 
| Come Ge aid prose | practically deserted, — only the dredge crew and a 

| | few scattered ranches being left in the neighborhood. 

1 Our trip was disbanded at Wallace. Some returned 
drawn through chutes to these tunnels and trammed to to Madison directly; others took advantage of the low 

the portals. ‘These upper levels have been exhausted fare privilege and returned more leisurely by the 

and now the ore is all hoisted from shafts located at southern route. Verhaeghe, who went back to Belgium, 

the ends of the tunnels. The hoists are of elaborate left the party at Butte. A few of the group remained 

design, — embodying such features as automatic stop to work in the Couer d’ Alenes where we were pleased 

and over-speed devices and the regenerative use of to meet Wolverton ’23, Taynton ex ’21, and Johnson 
clectricity with the necessary motor-generator sets. The ex ’24. 

motor-generator sets are located in large chambers cut It is due to no lack of appreciation of the warm 

in solid rock in the heart of the mountains. Electric welcome and many courtesies extended to us at all 

haulage by large trolley locomotives is employed in points visited that suitable acknowledgement has not 

these tunnels and controlled by block signal systems. been made here. It is rather that the list of friends 

The trains deliver the ore to crushing plants near the made by this group of young men, and by those who 

portals of the tunnels where the ore is crushed to the have preceeded them, is too long for such recital. Let 
size desired for the first stage in concentration and it suffice to say that everyone, everywhere, extended 

then sampled. In some cases the mills are located himself to make our stay a pleasant and instructive one.



Januaty, 1925 ie Weim BRIE? sey 

PERHAPS WE CAN HELP YOU 

Yang We do not presume to know as much about the 

(a: details of your own business as you know yourself, 

aS but we believe we can tell you what explosives will 

best meet your needs. 

In the many years devoted to the study of blasting prob- 

lems, we have developed a series of explosives, one or more 

of which is adapted to most conditions found in this country, 

and we are constantly making changes, improvements, and 

additions to meet new conditions. 

Moreover, in making this study, our men have acquired a 

broad knowledge of blasting, which is at your service. A com- 

bination of this experience, with your detailed knowledge of 

your own work, may result in valuable improvements in your 

blasting practice. 

We are not offering this co-operation with the idea that it 

is anything remarkable, or that it is sure to reduce your costs; 

but as one group of business men talking to another group 

with similar interests, we ask you to accept our offer if you 

think you may profit by it. 

SE pid, mamanconyns HERCULES POWDER CO. 

Seth EE un, mum mean 
Sone sk NHN TOME iy enc 7 Sanam evan—_ WmMINSTEN
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Black and Galvanized 

Founded 4 rs Incorporated | NS fe | el | Sa | — 2878 fe) Y 1884 » 1 ad 2 A —\ 
ed oi = JE = O22 Jess A Bes : = 

TIN AND TERNE PLATES ee ee, 
We manufacture SHEET AND TIN MILL PRODUCTS for all pur- SPLICING MATERIALS poset Amrencgn Beseean Si m American Open Hearch Steel Sheets, 

BB, wy te a er Steel rust-resistin, Make Dependable Joints ee KEYSTONE W 28% Z,Sheets, Apollo Galvanized Shecte 
NA co, \—! of OS j) Formed Rooting and Siding Products, OKONITE TAPE is a rubber insulating tape for VAN eres Suave} and Plume Stock, Sheste for making splices or joints. Joints properly made with Watt Es Bright Tin Plate, Black Plate, Etc. Okonite tape are impervious to moisture and are as AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY FIL Bias Pi De strong as or stronger electrically and mechanically Bergenclentorkaald kama lee inadiioroiav Redlan GHne ao than the insulated wire itself. 

MANSON TAPE isa rubber filled cloth tape for protecting | 
joints against mechanical iajury. It is adhesive, does not ur- 
wrap and does not corrode copper wire. Easily handled, eco- 
nomical to use. 

CUNDEE “A” . TAPE is a Fett tt Bt ABH grenemn remem high quality Friction Tape— i i Fes Pcs Gans al but uot to expensive-or ‘bieh | — ree) 5 . i | er DUNDEE 'B” TAPE is al- | ee ee ee ae Vilter Duplex Type | fe Me, FEL soa true Friction Tape, far bet- ] PTE) ge Lge sompressor direct con- # 2 KON Ye Bihica NAN ter than any other biedium | Feld pe (tf Se | nected to a Synchronous | see “UO BhacK " eo ei ldactal ty TE ® | esifypetmreecgll, fhe larce demand which exists | ee epee | Motor has proven to be | 1 \wati{ed Qe SB for a good tape, at a low price, See ce ee | 44 most desirable unit for i \ CEE, = |  fortemporaryinstallation, auto- | * Sameyermem || Refrigerating and Ice ! Loom \ ediong We cit mobile and bicycle “r¢pairs, | |e ae Making Plants. Ask for | ee ON C. | aoe sete . Sas 5 a ee) “Send for booklet j oe a copy of bulletin No. 10 j ae “Splices and Tapes’? ™ ¢ for complete information. | eee see es i 
THE OKONITE CO., Passaic, N. Jo i i 

Sales Offi | 
NEW YORK ATLANTA. * “PITTSBURGH SAN FRANCISCO. | TH E Vi LTER MAN U FACTU R | N G C0 | Agents ‘ at E ic Chi Tl. The F.D. L: Electric Co., Ci i, Ohi " ei iC, CM TRE -D. 1 Scie eee Oi Cai Obs | Eétublished 4867 | Canadian Representatives: Engineering Materials, Ltd., Montreal | i 

i 906 CLINTON ST. MILWAUKEE, WIS. i 
Fee ttt tht ttt ttn 

Cee ie 
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iin 
I | Ee \ OFAIN 

| Sx pr t) f 
| Na Steel I p i I ie apes (EERE, i ; i ° % 2 | The Recognized Standard a | ! 

fae 1 

THE LUFKIN PPuLe C0. oy Lela | t . wae LON fag | ! Saginaw, Michigan eee | 
| 

| $ ttt A AA ABE 
tt tt A HAHAH RHE ett 

! 3 io) 
eke | 

| @ages —— ROEBLING WIRE ROPE geek bam | | OR S LS Pao | 
ae AND WIRE a | 1 @hencee PS ee P i 

| eee et WIRE ROPE FITTINGS ee Pert i 1 “OBO S ae Ceo: WIRE ROPE SLINGS — ESP On Noe ; I Ct WELDING WIRE. — os | i CS WIRE STRAND <i Ce i : 

g ! | 
! JOHN A. ROEBLING’S SONS COMPANY 

TRENTON, N. J. 165 West Lake St., CHICAGO, ILL. i 
eA AR Nt ef 
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Those looking forward to careers in be witnessed in every branch of industrial 

business often associate the big accomplish- life today. 

ments with men in private offices, who sit Following the example of its Founder, 

back of Massive desks. Asa matter of fact, the Westinghouse organization includes a 

there are many Important men in an organi- body of engineers whose work is to carry 
zation like Westinghouse who seldom use electrical advancement into every nook and 

2 desk O8 offies: at all. They achieve by corner of the world. They have sold elec- 

going to other men’s offices. They are termed trification to the factories, the farms, the 
ci3 1 a . . . 

sales engineers”. homes, the railroads, the mines, the ships. 

George Westinghouse, for example, ren- They are mechanical and electrical, engi- 

dered his greatest service to industry and neers whose imaginations are fired, not 

mankind not merely by perfecting alter- merely by engineering achievement, but 

nating current but by sed/ing it—in the face by the benefits from such achievement to 

of the stiffest kind of opposition. “the market”. 

Authorities declared it was impracti- Engineering needs men of sales ability 

cal; laws were urged against it; yet the and sales personality ; and industry needs 

salesman, Westinghouse, threw back of to have them in engineering. Organiza- 

alternating current, the strength of his tions like Westinghouse, must se// before 

selling personality—with results that can they can serve. 

ESTINGHOUSE 

ACHIEVEMENT & OPPORTUNITY \—_. 
Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write,
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Piercing the Great Divide 

West of Denver is the Continental Divide; hemmed 

in behind it is an undeveloped district twice as 

large as Maryland. That fertile area the new 

3 Moffat Tunnel will open up. 

General Electric mine locomotives are carrying out 

pony inehuleg meng aeten the rock, and G-E motors are driving air compres- 
ists engineers: whe mow sors and pumping water from underground rivers. 

senor abet aaa 
factions These en ele The conquests of electricity on land and sea, in 

Bod Ratoien Atciee in the air and underground, are making practical the 
which you will live: impossibilities of yesterday. It remains only for 
If you are interested in men of ability to find new things to do tomorrow. 
learning mere jabout: what Thus does Opportunity of 1925 beckon college men 
for Reprint No. ‘A301 con. and women toward greater things as yet undreamed, 

thoes edvcrteenents of and to a better world to live in. 

95-947DH_ 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NEW yor 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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